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PROGRAM 

Icefield Sonnets (2005) 

for voice and chamber ensemble 

1. Cold is a cell 
2. Glass is a place 
3. North is a notion 

Karol Bennett, soprano (guest) 
Paul Busselberg, baritone 
Cristian Miicelaru, violin 

Christine Kim, cello 
Eugene Joubert, piano 

Richard Brown, percussion 
Michael Webster, conductor 

Pierre Jalbert 
(b.1967) 

Synchronisms No.11 (2005) 

for double bass and electronic media 
Mario Davidovsky 

(b. 1934) 

Lumina II (2002) 

for solo flute 

Evan Halloin, double bass 

Leone Buyse, flute 

Tableau and Details (2006) 

for cello and piano 

Tableau 
Detail 1 
Detail 2 
Detail 3 
Detail 4 (reprise) 

The Fischer Duo 

Norman Fischer, cello 
Jeanne Kierman, piano 

Muse of Fire (1998) 

for chamber ensemble 

Leone Buyse, flute 
Michael Webster, clarinet 

Steven Zander, violin 
Semiramis Costa, cello 

Paul Ellison, double bass 
Eugene Joubert, piano 

Richard Brown, percussion 
Cristian Miicelaru, conductor 

Kurt Stallmann 
(b. 1964) 

Karim Al-Zand 
(b. 1970) 

Richard Lavenda 
(b.1955) 
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PROGRAM NOTES 

Icefield Sonnets . . Pierre Jalbert 

Icefield Sonnets was commissioned by the Brooklyn Friends of Cham
ber Music and was premiered by them in January 2006. Based on the poe
try of Anthony Hawley, each poem in the set speaks of the notion of "north," 
specifically in the winter months, and it was my aim to capture some of the 
different moments of "coldness,"from quiet stillness to more violent activ
ity. I had previously written a work/or string quartet by the same name, in
spired by this same set of poems, and when this new commission came, I 
knew I wanted to set the poems for voices ( and the music here is completely 
different from the string quartet version). The first song is for soprano, the 
second for baritone, and the third brings the two singers together. 

- Note by the composer 
Pierre Jalbert is currently Associate Professor of 

Composition and Theory at the Shepherd School of Music. 

"Icefield Sonnets" 

by Anthony Hawley 

1. 2. 3. 

Cold is a cell Glass is a place North is a notion 
In which one is allowed From which to view And a motion tundra's 

To walk around the lake Within without Stilled grammar 
And think of walking Say hellogoodbye Or the beauty of scant 

Or defend the logic In the same line And drowned out 
Of glacial water Or move across Reverberate 

Sing the oval An icy surface Throughout the town 
With a skate's blade Inches forward Built in planks round 

Habits of its shape Years witness About the river forks 
The way a lip Little change The mouth's glissade 

Leaves an imprint Requires a fixed gaze In which direction 
On glass a trace To observe glacial Doesn't matter 

Air enough just Motion the elk There's north enough 
To shake the frame Make stirrings To keep lips frozen 

Synchronisms No.11 . . Mario Davidovsky 

During the "Sixties" I mentioned to Allen Blustine and Donald Palma, 
good friends of mine, my desire to write for them two new Synchronisms. 
When I recently retired from Harvard, the composer, Eric Chasalow, took 
upon himself the task of getting other ex-students of mine to commission the 
pieces which were by then almost forty years overdue. I was pleased and 
honored when SEAMUS took over the project. 

Last year I wrote the contrabass piece at the electronic music studio at 
the University of Texas at Austin assisted by Greg Cornelius. This year I 



completed Synchronisms No.12, the clarinet piece, at the Shepherd School's 

REM LABS, assisted by Kurt Stallmann, the director of that computer music 

studio. 

The difference between these two last Synchronisms and the previous 

ones is that all the "electronic" sounds were originated by sampling differ

ent sounds of each of the instruments and subjecting them to processes of 

additive synthesis and editing via the dazzling technology available today. 

I very much wanted to write two concise virtuoso pieces with a celebra

tory mood to honor, through two of its members, the exceptional accom

plishments and contributions of Speculum Musicae to our artistic world. 

- Note by the composer 
Mario Davidovsky, one of the world's pre-eminent composers and 

formerly Director of the Columbia/Princeton Electronic Music Center 
and MacDowell Professor of Music at Columbia University, is currently 
the Fannie Peabody Professor Emeritus of Music at Harvard University 

and Director of the Koussevitsky Foundation at the Library of Congress. 

Luminall . 

fleeting light 

Kurt Stallmann 

The design of this tiny work employs a high concentration of intercon

nected cellular materials. The elemental cell, the first four notes heard, trig

gers off sequences of related cells as they are distorted in time and register. 

C-sharp acts as a constant point of reference throughout the work's struc

ture both as an acting tonal center and as a means of subdividing the re

gisters of the flute. Guiding dual principles of clarity and concision are in-

spired by qualities of pure light. _ Note by the composer 

Kurt Stallmann is currently the Lynette S. Autrey Assistant Professor of 
Composition and Theory at the Shepherd School of Music and Director of 
REM LABS, the electronic and computer music facility at Rice University. 

Tableau and Details Karim Al-Zand 

Tableau and Details draws its inspiration from the world of art. There 

is a certain sort of landscape painting which I find particularly appealing: 

the panoramic canvas depicting a multitude of action, the kind of crowded 

scenes you often see in the work of Bosch and Bruegel. At first glance, a 

work like Bruegel's Children's Games is chaotic and disorienting, a jum

bled vista of people, objects and architecture all vying for attention. There 

is so much going on that it takes a while to grasp it all, to absorb the whole 

scene through its innumerable details: a furtive romance in one corner, a 

decorative church fa9ade in another, wildlife roaming in a distant field. Art 

books often present such paintings first as a whole, and then as a series of 

magnified details, each focusing on a small area of the picture. Tableau 
and Details reveals its material in a similar way. A short opening "tableau" 

presents the complete palette of the work. Its four disparate gestures are 

characteristic and identifiable, but lack depth or development. The subse

quent "details" train a magnifying glass on each gesture in turn. After hav

ing heard the details "up close," the hope is that the tableau, in its reprise, 

becomes richer and more meaningful. Tableau and Details was written for 
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The Fischer Duo on the special occasion of their thirty-fifth anniversary. 
Two movements of this work (the first and fourth details) were later incorpo
rated into an orchestral work, City Scenes, written during the same period. 

- Note by the composer 
Karim Al-Zand is the Lynette S. Autrey Assistant Professor of 

Composition and Theory at the Shepherd School of Music. 

Muse of Fire . . Richard Lavenda 

Shakespeare's famous invocation at the beginning of Henry V seems to 
speak for creative people everywhere as they begin their work: 

0 for a Muse of fire, that would ascend 
The brightest heaven of invention 

I thought these were particularly fitting words for this piece. All the 
material grows out of the first few measures, and it reaches what I hope is 
an incendiary intensity. 

Muse of Fire was written as part of the Pierrot2000Plus Project. This 
was a series of collaborations between faculty composers and performers 
of the Shepherd School, resulting in new chamber works being composed, 
performed, and recorded. It was first performed on a concert of SYZYGY, 

New Music at Rice on March 1, 2000, with many of the same performers as 
tonight. - Note by the composer 

Richard Lavenda is currently Professor of Composition and Theory 
and Director of Graduate Studies at the Shepherd School of Music. 


